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About This Content
The AJS-37 Viggen: 16-2 Red Flag Campaign is a depiction of flying the AJS-37 Viggen during a typical Red Flag exercise in
the skies over Nevada. Take the role of a US Air Force exchange pilot to the Swedish Air Force as you return to take part in a
Red Flag in the cockpit of a Viggen. This campaign includes extensive briefing, map, and lineup card PDF files for each
mission and was designed by the creators of the Spitfire: Epsom and Mustang: Charnwood campaigns.
All of the missions are based on input from pilots that have flown in Red Flag exercises and will provide you a challenge that
will test even the most skilled virtual pilots.

Features:
10 handcrafted mission that depict number of types of strike missions a Viggen pilot would fly in combat
Highly detailed mission briefings, mission maps, and lineup cards as PDF files
Custom voice overs and hundreds of triggers
This campaign requires ownership of DCS: AJS-37 Viggen, along with the DCS: NEVADA Test and Training Range
map.
Please note that this DLC uses Steam Keys instead of Starforce keys. As such, this purchase cannot be activated on the
DCS World e-Shop version.
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Title: DCS: AJS-37 Viggen - 16-2 Red Flag Campaign
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Bunyap Campaigns
Publisher:
Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2018
a09c17d780
Minimum system requirements (LOW graphics settings):
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB (32 GB for multiplayer); Free hard disk space:
60 GB; Video: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.
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4.5\/10
I've played and enjoyed many cooperative escape rooms on Steam (which often have puzzle elements), and so I thought Trap
Labs might scratch a puzzle itch for myself and my co-op partner.
While I have to say that I loved the graphical cartoon style of the game and the intuitive interface, that's unfortunately where my
praise for the game ends. I would've liked for the second player to have a different colored shirt, or even be able to select a
different character to showcase more of the unique art style.
Perhaps I'm not as engaged by puzzles as some, but I guess I just wanted to get some extra funny robot dialogue or a little story
piece to tell me more about Billy's life after each puzzle. I'd memorize a pattern, traverse some oscillating squares, and then
immediately be treated to...another almost identical puzzle.
In addition, the movement in the game just did not feel good to me. My character felt "floaty" and seemed to take a moment to
both stop and start moving. The controls do not feel as tight as something like a Super Meat Boy. This movement simply did not
combine well with the precision demanded by the game.. Great game to play with your friends (Note: you NEED to have friends
to play with as the playerbase is practically non-existent at this point). Quite scary and I can't wait to see what is to come.. I'm
enjoying this game a lot, definitely one of my favorite vive games so far.
I've been addicted to the mobile sword mode, I love launching myself at drones and slicing through them with a giant beam
saber. Wait for a wave to start, launch myself at one or two until the drones telegraph an attack, then hover in mid-air and stare
them down catching all their bullets feet from my face, drop that garbage and go back to flying around chopping up drones.
When I say launch I mean throw, you hold the button and telekinetically throw yourself in the direction you want to go. Stabbing
is extra fun when you can launch yourself straight at them or death from above them.
The mobile wave mode is my second favorite where both hands use telekinesis. You can grab items individually which then
become attached to that hand, or you can just have it automatically grab everything nearby. Then you fling the items you have
attached to the hand in the direction you want them to go. You don't move or aim it, you just throw it. That makes it sort of
tough to be accurate, luckily you tend to have 20-30 things attached to each hand your throwing all over the damn place. A lot of
times I can't hit a drone on the first throw, so I throw it up into the air about where they are, then in the direction they are
instead trying to go straight from the ground directly at them. I like to get everything spread out all over the level, then as soon
as the wave starts throw everything straight up. Or keep one hand's objects hovering by the ceiling and one on the floor, then
switch them as soon as the wave starts. How your throwing stuff depends on how spread out your stuff is too, when it's all
clumped together you have to aim better, otherwise you can really just shotgun crap all over the stage to get a lot of the drones
in a wave.
There are a of couple modes, a couple of enemies types with different attacks\/weaknesses, and some bosses. I'd say it's light on
content, but it's $3. That's nothing for this game, I'd pay $10 easy now that I've played it. Also it's still in early access, next
update is adding a graphics update, robots, and a city level with throwable cars. Really enjoying this game.. Pretty lazy work tbh,
couldnt even bother to have unique looking planets, they are basically suns with different color textures on them.. The game has
just been banned in my house for glorifying dogfighting, (I don't share the opinion, my mom is one of those moral guardians) so
I figure that now is a good time to give my overall thoughts.
First, I'd like to address the issues. For one, this game is rather unpolished, most notably in the Retro stages where I encountered
glitches with both myself and enemy dragons. In one instance I got stuck in a platform and needed to reset, another time my
sprite duplicated. As for the enemies, they suddenly teleported to different areas and their flight patterns were in broken loops.
But these issues seemed to be exclusive to Retro mode because thats the mode I played the most, and I didn't find any bad
glitches in the other modes.
Visually, the game could use a touch up as well. I like the attempt at making it look like an older, pixelly game, but the scenery
is rather bland, as well as the dragon models.
As for the gameplay, it was reassuringly responsive, and the enemy hitboxes are clear. It's got a good blend of difficulty, which,
obviously, is a must in video games.
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Overall, despite the setbacks, I enjoyed this game. Nothing spectactular but it did hold my attention as a time-passer. I'll give it a
3.5\/5, and I hope it improves steadily in the future.. I like. Climb Friends.. Woah Dave has captivated me with its simple "easy
to learn, hard to master" playstyle. The simple pick up and play nature of it make it an easy game to play when you've got a
minute or two to spare. Desimating aliens with their own children has never been so much fun!
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I got it because of the 1% discount
game has 51% discount this time ++. It's been a long time since any game made such an impression on me and it´s one of the
best games I know about zombies (except Telltale´s Walking Dead). Playing this game was like an interactive movie, but you
make the choices. I can fully recommend it not only for "The Walking Dead" universe fans, but to all people who like visual
novels.. It's very fun and legit puzzle game. Not a bad game! If you're up for a bit of a Worms laugh then it lives up to the
peculiarities of the rest, but still an...interesting golf game ;). I've used and compared many other recording packages, and
despite all the negative reviews I see for this software, I have found it to be an excellent recording tool. It recognizes most
modern titles I play--including some other recording softwares do not--and it has a very low performance impact on my system.
The plugins which allow you to see your record time, recording status, fps, and real world time are incredibly useful features
that I would struggle to live without, and oddly seem to be lacking in other recording tools.
The only two things I would like to see is the webcam plugin expanded to include preset sizes and chroma-keying, and audio
format/encoding control. With those additions, it would effortlessly surpass the competition in every way.. REcommended - but
wait for price drop/sale.
This game is fun - a nice mix of arcade, but with good physics.
Nice wide and open tracks to tear it up on.
No SLI support means I can't have high graphic settings.
And the game should be a bout 50% less than the asking price.
Good game, but too pricey and no SLI ... AGAIN
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